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Abstract-In this paper, we obtain some oscillation criteria for the second-order quasi-linear 
neutral delay difference quation 
A [ ~-1 ID.(z,-r +pn-rm-I-,)I+’ A(G--l +P,-GM-,)] +qnf(zn--7) = 0, 
where o > 0, T 2 0, and Q 2 0 are constants, {a,}, {p,}, {qn} are nonnegative sequences and 
f E C(R, R). @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Quasi-linear neutral delay difference equation, Oscillation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are concerned with the oscillatory behavior of solutions of second-order quasi- 
linear neutral delay difference equation of the form 
A [a,_, IA (G-I +~n--1~+o)l~-i A (x,-i + P,_G-+I-,)] + qnf (x,-r) = o, (I) 
where n = 1,2,3 ,..., (Y is a positive constants, r and cr are nonnegative integers. Throughout 
this paper, we assume the following. 
(a) 0 5 p, 5 1 for n = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
(b) {qn}~il is a nonnegative sequence with infinitely many positive terms. 
(c) a, > 0, n = 0,1,2,. . . , and x”(l/aA’“) = 00. 
(d) There exists a differential function C$ : R -+ R such that 
f(x) 
,~(x),u_l#(x) 2 7 > 0, 4’(x) 2 E ’ 07 x@(x) > 0, for 2 # 0. 
By a solution of (l), we mean a nontrivial sequence {xn} which is defined for n 1 - max{a, r} 
and satisfies equation (1) for n = 1,2,3,. . . . A solution {zcn} of equation (1) is said to be 
oscillatory if for every N > 0, there exists an n 2 N such that x,x,+1 < 0, otherwise, it is 
nonoscillatory. Equation (I) is oscillatory if all its solutions are oscillatory. 
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Many authors have investigated the special case of equation (1). For example, Li and Yell [2], 
Agarwal, Manuel and Thandapani [2,3] have considered the following neutral delay difference 
equation: 
A [a,_iA (x,-i + pn--1xn-i-c)] + qnf(%-r) = 0, n = 1,2,3, . . . (2) 
Thandapani, Manuel and Agarwal [4] have studied the quasi-linear difference equation 
A 
[ 
an-1 ]Az,_~]~-’ Ax+1 1 + qnf (xc,) = 0, n = 1,2,3, . . (3) 
Szafranski and Szmanda [5] and Lalli and Grace [6] have investigated the delay difference equation 
A [an-IAX:,-,] + qnf (x,-d = 0, n= 1,2,3 ,.... (4) 
The purpose here is to develop oscillation theory for such a general case of (1). Theorems l-3 
obtained here include and extend all the results in [l]. Theorem 4 is new, up to now, even for 
equations (2)-(4). 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In order to prove our theorems, we use the following lemmas. The first is due to Hardy, 
Littlewood and Polya [7]. 
LEMMA 1. If X and Y are nonnegative, then 
xq + (q - l)YP - qXY”-’ 10, 4 > 1, 
where equality holds if and if X = Y. 
LEMMA 2. If x, y E R, x > 0, then 
y(z + 2y) - (o + ;)a+1 15 + 2yla+l < max { 2y2, ,1/R+‘/“} . 
PROOF. Let G(z, y) = y(x + 2y) - l/((cr + l)a+l)]x + Zy(“+‘. 
(i) If y 5 0, then G(x, y) 5 2y2. 
(ii) If y 2 0, then 
Gz(x, Y) = Y - (o ; 1)” (x + 2~)~, 
G&x,Y) = -~ (o +“I,& (x + 2Y)O*-’ < 0. 
Hence, let GZ(xc, y) = 0, then G(x, y) < G(xs, y) = aya+‘ia. The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 1. Let {H,,, ] m 2 n 2 0) be a double sequence satisfying the following two 
conditions. 
(i) H - 0, m,m for m _> 0, 
H m,n > 0, for m > n 2 0. 
(ii) for m > n _> 0. 
Oscillation Criteria 
Suppose that {hm+ 1 m > n 1 0) is a double sequence with 
AHm, n = -h,,,G, for all m > n 2 0. 
If there exists a positive sequence {En ) En > 0, n = 1,2,3,. . . } such that 
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where 
d&t = wn+l~~ Cl- P~+I-? - A(an-I-r/LI) , (6) 
Then equation (1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Assume that (5,) is a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1) and let z, = 5, +pnx,_, 
forn=0,1,2 ,.... Then by Conditions (a)-(d) and equation (l), it is not difficult to prove that 
z,Az, is eventually positive. Without loss of generality, &e assume that z,_, > 0, AZ, > 0, and 
r _ _ ‘71 d + > 0, for n 2 N, for some positive integer N. Now observe that from (l), we have 
A 
[ 
u,_~ lAz,_r)+* Aw] + qnf (571-7) = 0. (8) 
Using Condition (d) in (S), we get 
A \a,-1 (AL,)“] + yqn$* (z,-, - pn-r~-7-0) I 0, 
which, in view of the fact that z, >_ z11 > 0 and z, is increasing, from Condition (d) yields 
A [G-I (A+$? + yqnsa (I- pn-da 4L 5 0, 
for n 2 N. Define 
[ 
a, (A.# 
WI =&I (I + f&k-l-An-1 , 
I 
n 1 N, 
%-, 
then 
Aw, < pwn+r + <n -w~+IE= (I- ~n+r-s)~ 
n+r [ 
> 
0+1/n 
an-dn + A (an-l-&n-l) 
1 
for n 2 N, where $, is defined in (6). Therefore, 
i.e., 
m-1 
c Hm,nSn (tin + 77n,nan-rPn) 
m-l 
I Hm,kWk + C Hm,nGx 
n=k 
(9) 
1 ( +n++ 2 -an-d& 
n+1/a 
an-r ) I , 
n=k 
h&L) - & (2 - a,L-d3n)“+1’a] , (lo) 
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where qm,n is defined in (7). Taking 
&a+1 
x=- 
[ 
WP!-1 - -an-J% , 
lla+l L+1 a,-, 1 
a/a+1 an-r 
y = &m lhnla 1 
according to Lemma 1, we obtain 
Hence, from (lo), we get 
m-1 
c Hm,& & + rlm,nan-rPn - an-T 
n=k (a + 1)a+’ 
(71m,n(a+1 i Hn,kW. I (11) 
Then, using Lemma 2, we get 
which contradicts (5). This contradiction completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. Let {H,,,} and {hm,n} be as in Theorem 1, and let 
0 < info 
-{ 
lim inf 
rn’o3 (12) 
(13) 
Suppose tllat there exists a sequence {ck}pzO satisfying 
(14) 
and 
wkjere 
$,, is defined in (6), and v~+, 0, are defined in (7), then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
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PROOF. Suppose that (2,) is an eventually positive solution of equation (1). As in the proof of 
Theorem 1, (10) holds for all m 2 k > N. Hence, 
for k 2 N. It follows from (14) that 
ck 5 Wk, for every k > N, 
and 
lim sup $- 
m-l 
m-co 
c Hm,& (tin i- b&Jhn) 2 CN. 
m,N n=N 
(17) 
(18) 
Define 
V 
form=N+l,N+2,.... Then (10) and (18) imply that 
lim inf [urn - u,,] 
rnAcc 
(19) 
<WN - lim Hm,& (& + an-rhJ?m.n) 5 WN - CN < 03. 
m+cc 
We shall next prove that 
I 
If we suppose that (20) fails, there exists an NI > N such that 
(20) 
Wn+l -- 
&J+’ 
for all m 2 Nr , (21) 
where n/rz is an arbitrary positive number and Ml is a positive constant such that 
$r,fs lim inf p 
-1 
H 
> Ml > 0. (22) 
m--rm m-0 
Therefore, 
772-l 
2, - & c Hm,,&-& (2 - a,--,,&) a+l’a m- 
1 n=N 12 7 
> MS%,N, 
- M1Hm.o ’ 
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for all m 2 Nr. By (22), there is an Nz 2 Nr such that Hm,~l/Hm,o 2 Ml, for all m 2 Ns, and 
accordingly u, > Mz, for all m 2 Nz. Since M2 is arbitrary, 
lim u,=co. (23) m-a, 
Further, consider a sequence {rnk}~=r such that limk,, mk = co and 
ii”, [w,& - u,, ] = ,‘em inf [urn - u,] 
Then, from (19), there exists a constant M such that 
%Q -urn, IM, for ,kz = 0, 1,2,. . . . (24) 
Since (23) ensures that 
iirn, u,, = 03, 
_) 
this and (24) implies 
lim u k’03 mr = 00. 
By taking into account (25), from (24), we derive for Ic sufficiently large, 
Therefore, 
for all large Ic, 
which together with (26) implies 
ua+l 
On the other hand, by Holder’s inequality, we have 
and accordingly, 
@+l 
mr:< ’ 
va 
mgl Hmk,nEnan-r bh,~?+’ 
mk - Q~H~,>N n=N 
So, because of (28), we have 
i.e.. 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
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which contradicts condition (13). Then (20) holds. Hence, by (17), 
c “Jn 0 -- + a+l/a 03 Cn+l n+l’n - 
n=l) a:eT E 
%+1-rA+1 
n+l 
1) 5 2 -& (2 a,+1&+1) < 0, 
which contradicts (15). This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3. Let {Hm,n} and {h,,,} b e as in Theorem 1, and Jet (12) hold. Suppose that 
lim inf + 
m-1 
m-cc m o c &,nEn (& + %-tPn%Wz) < 00, 
’ n=O 
(28) 
and tllere exists a sequence {ck}p=o satisfying (16) and for k > 0, 
$L, + an-4Lrlm.n - ‘,-, I%&~~~+‘] 2 ck, (29) (cY + l)a+l 
where gn, &rlrn,,, are as in Theorem 1, then ,equation (E) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Suppose that (2,) is an eventually positive solution of equation (1). As in the proof of 
Theorem 2, (17) holds for all m > k >_ N. Using (28), we conclude that 
It follows from condition (29) that 
so that (28) implies 
lim inf & 
m-1 
m--to0 
c KT&Gn-t 1?7m,nln+1 < 00. 
m$ n=O 
Consider a sequence {T?%~}~=~ with limk_+, ?nk = 00 satisfying 
!imW [o,, - 21,, ] = flm sup [v, - u,] . 
Then, using the procedure of the proof of Theorem 2, we conclude that (20) is satisfied. The 
remainder of the proof proceeds as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that there exist two sequences {En 1 & > 0, n = 1,2,3,. .} and {F,, 1 
n = 1,2,3,. . . } such that 
F,, + A&, L 0, forn=1,2,3 ,..., (30) 
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where 
$n = wn+lEa (1 -P~+I-$” - A (an-~-r/%-~), &-.4G. (32) 
It 
Then equation (1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Assume that (2,) is a nonoscillatory of equation (1). As in the proof of Theorem 1, 
(9) holds for n 1 N. Let Yn = w,/&, - an-1-r/3n-1, then Yn > 0. From (9), we get 
&In Awn I -En& + an-&&n - F,y,+l + (F, + A&,) yn+l - Fy,U,‘:Ia, 
n-r 
i.e., 
&+IY~+I - Snvn + A (an-l-TPn-l) 
aI a+l/n 
5 -LA + an-&d% i &Y,+I + (F, + A&) yn+l - llc* Yn+1 . 
a n--T 
Using Lemma 1, we obtain for n 1 N, 
(33) 
(34) 
Hence, from (33), we obtain 
&+I + Fn 
fin 
A (an-l-d&d 
En 
an-, (F, ;nG)““, 
- (a+ l)a+’ 
i.e., 
which contradicts (30). This completes the proof. 
REMARK 1. In the case when 4(x) z 5, (Y = 1, our main results, Theorems 1-3, reduce to all 
the results of [l]. 
REMARK 2. In the case when p, E 0, Q = 1, y = 1, Theorem 1 improves Theorem 2 of [5]. 
REMARK 3. In the case when p, E 0, ‘T = 0, f(x) = Izja-l 2, Theorems l-3 improve the discrete 
analogue of the results in [8], which studies the continuous case of equation (3). 
REMARK 4. To the authors’ knowledge, Theorem 4 is new, even for equations (2)-(4). 
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